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Introduction
The 2015 “Banski suhodol” expedition was carried out between August 22 and September 12
in the homonymous cirque, located in the central Pirin Mountain, near Mt. Vihren.
The “Banski Suhodol” cirque is formed among three marbled-limestone ridges. The
“Koncheto” ridge flanks it from the South-West. The “Koteshki chal” ridge separates it from
the “Razlozhki suhodol” cirque from the North-West, and the wall of “Tsarna mogila”
confines it from the South-East. Its length is about 3 km, and its width about 1 km. Its
orientation is SW-NE. The average altitude is 2300 m asl. The highest peaks in the vicinity
are Mt. Kutelo (2908 m) and Mt. Banski suhodol (2884 m).
The area is built up almost entirely of marble of neoproterozoic age. The thickness of the
marble in this part of the Pirin Mountain is up to 2000 m. This determines the region’s
potential for the discovery and exploring of a large cave system. The deepest perspective cave
in the area is the BS №9-11 system. Its denivelation during last year’s expedition is - 313 m.
Its entrance is at 2532 m asl. This cave was the priority for the 2015 “Banski suhodol”
expedition. This expedition was organized by the Bulgarian clubs SC “Helictit” and SCC
“Akademik”.

View to SW – Peaks Kutelo 1 and Kutelo 2.

Photo: B. Petrov

In the expedition also took part members of different Bulgarian caving clubs (“CCSU Sofia”,
“Pod ruba” – Cerovo, SC “Caving” – Sofia, SC “Sjutka” – Rakitovo, SC “Prista” – Rousse
SC “Iskar” Sofia). Beside them cavers from Iran, Serbia, Greece, and Poland also took part.
At different times, a total of 53 people participated in the expedition. Some took part in the
first half; others stepped up in their place in the second part of the expedition.
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Here is the place to express my gratitude to all the participants in Banski Suhodol expedition.
All findings made during the expedition and potential for future discoveries are entirely due to
the commitment of all the participants in the expedition. All the expedition would not be
possible otherwise.
The full list of participants is published in Appendix 1 at the end of this report.

Here is part of the participants in group photo. From left to right: Stoyan Goranov,
Konstantin Stoilov, Teodor Kisimov,Simeon Nenkov, Georgi Krasimirov, Pavel Bakalov,
Boyan Shanov, Fateme Waqef, Sara Jamalian, Majid Saghafi, Mohammadhassan Entezari,
Mohammad Sheykhrasti, Ebrahim Byramian, Yousef Vaghef, Silvia Krosneva, Boyan Petrov,
Konstantin Stoichkov, Cvetelina Valerianova, Tomasz Pawlowski
Photo: B. Petrov
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Living conditions for conducting the expedition
As usual we used an old skiing camp as a base camp, because of the infrastructure built in it
through the years – a wood stove, many awning supports, tables, benches and a dug-out. We
put up a light double awning. We used additional big tent for the food and the gear.

Base camp

Photo: B. Petrov

The cave system 9-11 is situated at about hour and a half from the base camp. Because of the
remote location of this cave we needed to build a storm-camp near the BS 9-11 cave system.
We built it in the BS №10 funnel. Two tents were put up. Over them an additional awning
was also put up. The tents were equipped with sleeping bags and mats.
At the bottom parts of BS №9-11 was set up a camp with everything needed for maximum 6
cavers so they can rest and sleep in it.
Water for the base camp and storm-camp was secured from the “melter” near base camp,
from BS №9-11 (the stream at the bottom) and from near-by snow-drifts.
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Event program
The Banski suhodol №9-11 system (BS №9-11)
During the 2014 expedition we expanded the cave to depth –313 m. Last year Vencislav
Ivanov and Hristo Canev found out for the first time that the cave continues upstream too.
These new galleries started with a lot of narrow passages (for crawling) through blockage
level. At the end they come out in small hall which continued with narrow passages without
reached end. After the expedition we made the main goals for expedition in 2015.

Another surveying group penetrates in BS 11

Photo: L. Makrostergios

Main goals in cave system BS 9-11 for 2015:
• Continue with exploring and survey the new parts founded in 2013 and 2014.
• Set up phone connection line from the storm-camp to the camp in the cave.
• Performing climatic research in different places in the cave.
• Exploring the parallel pitches in the Great blockage hall and searching for a path down.
• Surveying all branch-outs under the blockage in the Great blockage hall and mapping the
adjacent pitches and parallel levels.
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Group photo in Base camp: Bulgarian participants with Greek and Serbian group

Secondary tasks:
• Checking some of the chasms, closed by the previous expedition with covers. Work on the
extending of chasms: BS № 8, BS № 41, BS № 57 and BS № 71.
• Checking out old and known sites and digging up of sites, picked out in previous years.
• Checking the snow-cap level in the caves.
• Collecting Radon samples from cave system 9-11.
• Biospeleology and climatology research in 9-11 and other caves in the cirque, gathering
bone material from some caves and monitoring of all cave snow-caps in the cirque.
• Checking and adding GPS-coordinates and photo-documentation of the caves in the area.
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Expedition results
BS 9-11 cave system
This year we had logistic problems with the expedition luggage. We could not find any
donkeys for the beginning, and this was the first expedition in which the luggage for the cave
and the camps was lifted by small helicopter. For this help we thank to Directorate of Pirin
National Park.
After the first days and the problems with the luggage we set up the camps.
For better and faster movement of the groups near to the beginning of the cave this year we
rigged again the pitches from BS№9 and from BS№11.
The work in BS №9-11 was organized in shifts.
This year we planned to finish the exploration of the known bottom parts of the cave. The
main part from this exploration was to survey them. Teodor Kisimov, Konstantin Stoilov,
Mohammadhassan Entezari, Mohammad Sheykhrasti surveyed the passages along the water
stream. Pavel Bakalov, Ivan Petrov, Diljana Hristova, Hristo Canev, Stoicho Zarev and
Lampros Makrostergios in three groups surveyed the upstream two passages.
Other groups (Majid Saghafi, Ebrahim Byramian, Stoyan Goranov and Radoslav Nenkin)
surveyed also one old passage in the “blockage hall”
This year the total surveyed parts in the cave were with length of 750 m and denivelation of 85 m. with this cave system 9-11 is now with length around 1100 m and denivelation – 354 m.
This survey makes 9-11 the third cave in Bulgaria by depth.
After the expedition the all survey was drew on Therion platform by Konstantin Stoilov (The
raw version of the map you can see in Appendix 3).
This year we succeed to set up a voice connect line between the storm-camp and cave camp
and was measured the water stream debit.
In the end of the expedition, the cave was partially de-rigged. Ropes were taken down from
places, where is a possibility that high waters would soak them; as well as the entry precipice
where the rope is highly likely to freeze.
Secondary tasks
We succeeded to go to other perspective karst objects. During the expedition several groups
did different routes searching for new perspective targets, withought sufficient results and
checking the ice caps of old ones.
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Bat research team during survey

Photo: B. Petrov

There was performed also a biospeleologial research. Boyan Petrov, Stoyan Goranov and
Silvia Krosneva from Bat Research and Conservation Centre (National Museum of Natural
History) studied the bat distribution in the cirque for second year. This time they founded bats
from 4 different species in cave BS 30. Konstantin Stoichkov also collected biospeleological
material from cave BS 23.
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Financial report
Below are listed the incomes and expenditures for the expedition in euro.

Incomes
Perticipation fees

Expenditures

984

-

Bulgarian team

780

-

Foreign team

204

Sponsorship

500

FSE grant

600

Food

750

Logistic (on horseback, helicopter
and by car)

870

Cave and caving equipment

150

Technical resources (carbide, glue,
gasoline, spare parts, instruments
etc.)

260

Total:

2084

2030
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Expedition in photos

Luggage prepared for the expedition

Photo: K. Stoichkov

Panorama from the entrance of BS11

Photo: K. Stoichkov
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Group Photo in base camp

Group Photo 2 in base camp

Photo: T. Stoilova

Photo: I. Petrov
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The melting device for water supply from ice caps

Two from Iranian cavers just had got back from BS 9-11

Photo: K. Stoichkov

Photo: K. Stoichkov
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PARTNERS

We express strong gratitude to our sponsors for their strong material and financial support.
This expedition could not have been possible without the support of:

The European Speleological Federation
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Scurion®

ЕКСПЛОРАТОР
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APPENDIX 1
List of participants in the expedition
From Bulgaria
SC „Helictit“ Sofia:
1. Konstantin Stoichkov - danailspeleo@abv.bg
2. Ventsislav Ivanov - venci207ivanov@gmail.com
3. Yani Makulev - y.makulev@gmail.com
4. Desislava Makuleva - y.makulev@gmail.com
5. Cvetelina Valerianova - cvalerianova@gmail.com
6. Ivan Petrov – ivan.p.petrov@gmail.com
7. Hristo Canev - itco_stab@abv.bg
8. Georgi Krasimirov - danailspeleo@abv.bg
9. Mihail Hadzhitodorov - mihail.hadzhitodorov@gmail.com
10. Zdravka Popova - zaichebaiche@abv.bg
SSC „Akademik” Sofia:
11. Pavel Bakalov - pbackalov@gmail.com
12. Boyan Shanov - info@akademic.org
13. Konstantin Stoilov - info@akademic.org
14. Tanya Stoilova - info@akademic.org
15. Anna Danianlieva - info@akademic.org
16. Alexandra Vasileva - info@akademic.org
17. Dilyana Hristova - info@akademic.org
SC “Pod Ruba” Cerovo:
18. Efrosita Hristova - effie@abv.bg
19. Svetoslav Marinov - moni_nenkov@dir.bg
20. Filip Enchev - moni_nenkov@dir.bg
21. Simeon Nenkov - moni_nenkov@dir.bg
22. Katrin Djardjat - moni_nenkov@dir.bg
23. Pavlin Dimitrov - sevulva@abv.bg
SC „Sofia”:
24. Ema Kolarova - kolarova.ema@gmail.com
25. Stoyan Goranov - stoian.goranov@gmail.com
26. Radoslav Nenkin - nenkin@abv.bg
27. Emil Makariev - mailbox@pk-sofia.com
28. Alexander Bratoev - mailbox@pk-sofia.com
29. Ana Filcheva - mailbox@pk-sofia.com
30. Ivailo Bakalov - mailbox@pk-sofia.com
SC “Siutka” Rakitovo:
31. Stoicho Zarev - stoicho_zarev@abv.bg
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32. Jordan Tuparov – hebar@abv.bg
33. Musa Eiupov – musa.eiupov@abv.bg
SC „Iskur”:
34. Silvia Krosneva SC „Prista” Rousse:
35. Teodor Kisimov - tedich@gmail.com
SC “Caving” Sofia:
36. Vanio Giorev - vanjobg@gmail.com
From Iran:
37. Mohammadhassan Entezari - entezarihassan@gmail.com
38. Mohammad Sheykhrasti - rastim70@yahoo.com
39. Fateme Waqef - f.vaghef@yahoo.com
40. Majid Saghafi - saghafimajid@yahoo.com
41. Sara Jamalian - jamaliansara@yahoo.com
42. Yousef Vaghefq - yousef.vaghef@yahoo.com
43. Ebrahim Byramian - m.s.beiramian@gmail.com
From Greece:
SC “Karditsa” and “Sales”
44. Lambros Makrostergios - info@LMakro.com
45. Maria Vasiloglu - info@LMakro.com
46. Georgios Lazaridis - info@LMakro.com
47. Georgios Oikonomidis - info@LMakro.com
48. Ares Varis - info@LMakro.com
From Serbia:
PSK “Dvig”
49. Nemanya Milosavlyevich - nemanja84@hotmail.com
50. Nikola Stevanovich - nemanja84@hotmail.com
51. Zhelyko Dyokich -nemanja84@hotmail.com
52. Katarina Jovic - nemanja84@hotmail.com
From Poland:
KW Krakow
53. Tomasz Pawlowski - tomi@caver.eu
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APPENDIX 2
Summary that will be published in EuroSpeleo NewsLetter
International expedition “Banski suhodol” 2015 was carried out between August 22 and
September 12 in the homonymous cirque, located in the central Pirin Mountain, near Mt.
Vihren.
The expedition was organized by the Bulgarian clubs SCC “Akademik” and SC “Helictit”. In
the expedition also took part members of different Bulgarian caving clubs (“CCSU Sofia”,
“Pod ruba” – Cerovo, SC “Caving” – Sofia, SC “Sjutka” – Rakitovo, SC “Prista” – Rousse
SC “Iskar” Sofia). Beside them cavers from Iran, Serbia, Greece, and Poland also took part.
At different times, a total of 53 people participated in the expedition. Some took part in the
first half; others stepped up in their place in the second part of the expedition.
This year we planned to finish the exploration of the known bottom parts of the cave. The
main part from this exploration was to survey them. Teodor Kisimov, Konstantin Stoilov,
Mohammadhassan Entezari, Mohammad Sheykhrasti surveyed all of the passages along the
water stream. Pavel Bakalov, Ivan Petrov, Diljana Hristova, Hristo Canev, Stoicho Zarev and
Lampros Makrostergios in three groups surveyed the upstream two passages.
Other groups (Majid Saghafi, Ebrahim Byramian, Stoyan Goranov and Radoslav Nenkin)
surveyed also one old passage in the “blockage hall”.
This year the total surveyed parts in the cave were with length of 750 m and denivelation of 85 m. with this cave system 9-11 is now with length around 1100 m and denivelation – 354 m.
This result makes 9-11 the third cave in Bulgaria by depth.
There was performed also a biospeleologial research. Boyan Petrov, Stoyan Goranov and
Silvia Krosneva from Bat Research and Conservation Centre (National Museum of Natural
History) studied the bat distribution in the cirque for second year. This time they founded bats
from 4 different species in cave BS 30. Konstantin Stoichkov also collected biospeleological
material from cave BS 23.
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Дължина: 678 м
Денивелация: 85 м
Изследване: Теодор Кисимов 9 – 2014
Картирали: Ebrahem Beiramian, Yousef Vaghef, Fateme Waqef, Стоян
Горанов, Теодор Кисимов, Константин Стоилов 8 – 2015
Гл. картировач: Константин Стоилов 9 – 2015
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